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MOPITT? LANCE?

• MOPITT is an instrument on NASA’s Terra satellite. 
See Pan et al,  1995
MOPITT measures vertical profiles of tropospheric CO.
CO is a reactive gas with a lifetime of weeks to a few months.
Sources and plumes of CO are readily visible in MOPITT data.
Science Investigator-led Processing System (SIPS) is hosted at NCAR

• LANCE is Land, Atmosphere, Near real-time Capability for EOS
LANCE supports application users interested in monitoring a wide variety of natural and 

man-made phenomena. Near Real-Time (NRT) data and imagery from the AIRS, AMSR2, 
MISR, MLS, MODIS, MOPITT, OMI and VIIRS instruments are available much quicker than 
routine processing allows. Most data products are available within 3 hours from satellite 
observation. NRT imagery are generally available 3-5 hours after observation. 

Credits: NASA Earth Observatory map by Joshua Stevens and Jesse Allen, using data from the 
MOPITT Teams at the National Center for Atmospheric Research and the University of Toronto. 2



PURPOSE

• To provide MOPITT retrievals of CO in Near Real Time (NRT)
• The value to the community comes through two uses:
Assimilation into atmospheric chemistry forecast models

Examples include ECMWF’s Copernicus and NASA’s Global Modelling and Assimilation 
Office (GMAO)

Assisting in field campaign flight planning by providing NRT measurements of 
pollution plumes
Examples include the recent KORUS-AQ experiment in Korea in the summer of 2016
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Architecture
• Session Data Input

 The MOPITT SIPS established data streams directly from EOS Data and Operations System (EDOS)

 Based on contact sessions between the satellite and data transmission network (TDRSS & 
White Sands)

 Minimal time lag

 Science data from the instrument

 Geolocation data from the spacecraft in a raw format (APID4)

 Granules are irregular in length ranging from 10 minutes to 6 hours

 Fill values inserted to complete unfinished packet transmissions

• Ancillary Data

 We pull meteorological forecasts from NASA GMAO (FP-IT dataset)

• Processing

 Preprocessing makes the input very similar to our standard operational system

 Processing is close to normal, except there is no access to MODIS cloud mask in NRT mode. We 
select cloud-free pixels using the MOPITT-only procedure. [Warner et al, 2001]

 Automated QA is described in the poster IN31C-0091 [Martinez-Alonso et al, 2017]
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Architecture

• Distribution
Data is put on a website for http download 

(Earthdata login required)
• Discovery
Granule metadata is submitted to the Common 

Metadata Repository (CMR) for discovery through 
Earthdata Search
Browse images are submitted to GIBS for display 

within Worldview
• Metrics
The system is monitored and daily metrics are 

submitted to NASA.
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Obstacles Overcome
• Disparate Sub-Systems

 LANCE was a system that evolved over time. As a consequence there is no central integrated design. Instead, it is the conglomeration of several relatively 
independent sub-systems. The data provider interfaces with each sub-system in a highly modular fashion.

 Sub-Systems include:

 CMR – metadata repository

 GIBS – browse imagery

 EMS - metrics

 Each sub-system has its own requirements, vernacular, metadata, and communication protocols.

 Documentation for each sub-system was scattered among several Interface Control Documents (ICD). 

 Understanding how to comply with sub-system requirements was much harder than actually complying.

• Metadata
 Each sub-system has its own particular metadata formats and requirements.

 No consistency checks so metadata can be different across sub-systems

• Unexpected dependencies
 Coordinating color table with data submitted independently by ASDC to Worldview

• Half-time staff communicating across two time zones contributed to delays in focused problem-solving.

https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/display/LANCE/Requirements+Checklist+for+LANCE+Elements
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Backup Redundancy 
• There is a LANCE requirement to have redundant systems to 

process the data and provide access.
• The primary processor (lance1) is on a Virtual Machine (VM) 

located at the NCAR Wyoming Supercomputer Center (NWSC).
The primary rationale is that the power supply at NWSC is considered 

more stable than at NCAR in Boulder. 

• The secondary processor (lance2) is on a VM at NCAR in 
Boulder, CO. 

• Lance1 was developed in Boulder and re-deployed to NWSC in 
October. The IP address of the VM changed. We discovered 
that many LANCE interfaces depend on having the correct IP 
address. 
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Processing Geolocation Data (DPREP)
• “DPREP [is] the generic name of spacecraft-specific 

software that transforms incoming spacecraft data 
to Toolkit form.” [Noerdlinger et al, 2003]

• DPREP is an old and poorly maintained program that 
reads the APID4 data stream from EDOS and 
converts it to a format that is readable by our 
processors as the spacecraft attitude and ephemeris.

• With the help of ASDC personnel we were able to 
compile it at the SIPS. Modifications were required 
such as increasing array size allocations and re-
compiling associated standard libraries.

• Inexplicable crashes occur while running on a Virtual 
Machine (VM), while not on a linux computer for the 
same granule.

• Limitations include a dependence on actual prior 
attitude/ephemeris data to seed the process. 9



Suggestions for Improving the Process

• MOPITT SIPS is creating wiki page that goes through all the 
steps to becoming a LANCE Element.

• Prioritize requirements and create a checklist so that LANCE 
developers don’t need to guess what’s most important.

• Unify metadata requirements and use one metadata entry 
tool to populate CMR, GIBS, EMS, etc.

• Put all the relevant ICD’s in one centralized repository.
• Run one version of DPREP running somewhere (EDOS) 

sending out processed attitude and ephemeris files.
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Results

• Data is available at 
lance1.acom.ucar.edu 

• or lance2 as the redundant 
backup
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